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Consumer Trends: Americans to Eat 1.25 Billion
Chicken Wings for Super Bowl
WASHINGTON (PRNewswire-USNewswire) — First Lady Michelle Obama isn't the only
one turning 50 this year. 2014 also marks the 50th anniversary of the first "Buffalo
Wing" being sauced and tossed at the Anchor Bar in Buffalo, New York.
With the second biggest eating day of the year after Thanksgiving — Super Bowl
Sunday — upon us, there's no hotter time of year for chicken wings, which have
become a staple food of Super Bowl parties in the United States.
According to the National Chicken Council's 2014 Wing Report [1], 1.25 billion wings
will be devoured during Super Bowl XLVIII, as fans watch the Seattle Seahawks and
Denver Broncos battle for the Lombardi Trophy, matching the record level of 2012.
That is about 20 million more wings than were consumed last year during Super
Bowl XLVII.
To put that into perspective, if 1.25 billion wing segments were laid end to end, they
would stretch from CenturyLink Field in Seattle, Washington to MetLife Stadium in
East Rutherford, New Jersey (home of Super Bowl XLVIII)… 30 times. That is enough
wings to put 572 wings on every seat in all 32 NFL stadiums.
Bill Roenigk, chief economist and market analyst at the Washington, D.C.-based
National Chicken Council, explains that the increase in consumption coincides with
an increase in chicken production linked to increasing consumer demand and
decreasing feed costs.
"The National Chicken Council estimates about four percent more chicken will be
produced this year compared to last," explained Roenigk. "More chickens mean a
bigger supply of wings and more favorable prices this year for consumers. Based off
of current supermarket features, consumers can expect to pay around five percent
less than last January for wings.
"This means that the 'Great Wing Shortage' of 2013, that never really was, is
officially over. Sports fans can enjoy this affordable luxury even more this year."
Corn makes up more than two-thirds of chicken feed and corn prices hit an all-time
high in the fourth quarter of 2012, due to two reasons: the record drought in the
Midwest in the Summer of 2012 and the ensuing pressure on corn prices from a
continued federal government requirement that mandates 40 percent of our corn
crop be turned into fuel in the form of ethanol.
Wing Eating Competition among NFL Playoff Cities
While Seattle is known for many things, including its coffee, Fortune 500 companies
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and Pearl Jam, chicken wings aren't one of them.
Residents of Seattle tend to punt on chicken wings, as they are 44 percent less
likely to eat chicken wings in general than the average resident of the top 42 U.S.
markets, according to The NPD Group's CREST Local Market service. A San
Francisco victory in the NFC Championship game would have fared even worse for
wing consumption.
Here' a look at how the eight cities/teams that made it to the NFL playoffs divisional
round stack up when it comes to eating chicken wings:
Above Average

Charlotte (Panthers): Eat 26% more wings than the average resident of the
top 42 US markets
New Orleans (Saints): Eat 21% more wings than average
Average

Boston (New England Patriots): 4% less likely to eat wings
Denver (Broncos): 5% less likely
Below Average

Indianapolis (Colts): 13% less likely to eat wings
San Diego (Chargers): 39% less likely
Seattle (Seahawks): 44% less likely
San Francisco (49ers): 48% less likely
"We quite possibly would have seen more than a 20 million wing increase this year
based on this data, had the Panthers and Patriots made it to the big game," said
NCC's Roenigk. "But with a team from Washington State and Colorado playing in
the Super Bowl, the Council has high hopes that chicken munchie consumption will
increase as a result."
Interestingly, a city without a team, the residents of the Columbia, South Carolina
market, have the highest order rate for chicken wings among the 42 local markets
tracked by The NPD Group … 56% more likely to eat wings than the average eater.
Ranch Hands Blue Cheese Second Consecutive Defeat in Annual Poll
More than half (51 percent) of U.S. adults who eat chicken wings said they typically
like to eat their wings with ranch dressing, according to a new National Chicken
Council poll conducted online in January 2014 by Harris Interactive*. Ranch is once
again the #1 side or sauce typically eaten with wings, but down six percent from 57
percent one year ago. Only about one-third (32 percent) prefer blue cheese
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dressing.
Interestingly, 66 percent of women aged 18-34 choose ranch dressing.
Northeastern wing eaters, though, are significantly more likely to prefer blue cheese
dressing (45 percent) than those in the Midwest, South (both 31 percent) and West
(23 percent), while those regions are more likely to prefer ranch dressing. Of all
U.S. adults who eat wings, barbecue sauce, not blue cheese, comes in second after
ranch as the dipping sauce most typically eaten with wings, at 35 percent.
The data also show that more than four in five U.S. adults (81 percent) eat chicken
wings, up two percentage points over last year. Consumption does not vary
significantly by gender. Women (78 percent) are just as likely as men (84 percent)
to roll up their sleeves, break out the wet naps and eat a few wings.
After ranch dressing at the top: 35 percent of wing lovers choose barbecue sauce
as their typical snack or dipping sauce; 32 percent said blue cheese; 31 percent hot
sauce; 29 percent celery; and 17 percent choose carrots. Ten percent of wing lovers
describe themselves as purists who eat nothing with their wings.
'Buffalo' Favorite Style/Flavor
Among those U.S. adults who eat chicken wings, nearly two-thirds (65 percent) say
Buffalo wings are among their favorite flavors/styles, with 39 percent saying they
prefer mild, 36 percent hot and eight percent "atomic."
Women (62 percent) are just as likely as men (67 percent) to choose Buffalo style
as their favorite. More than four in 10 (44 percent) women aged 18-34 like their
Buffalo wings hot, significantly more than any other female age category.
Northeastern wing eaters are significantly more likely (74 percent) to prefer Buffalo
style wings than those in the Midwest (63 percent), South (61 percent) or West (62
percent). Folks in the Midwest are significantly more likely (57 percent) to choose
barbecue wings as among their favorites.
After Buffalo (65 percent) and barbecue (49 percent), another favorite flavor/style
of chicken wings is breaded/fried, at 35 percent. Teriyaki (33 percent), sweet and
sour (29 percent) and plain (28 percent) round out the poll.
Where do Americans Get their Wings?
The National Chicken Council estimates that of the wings eaten during the Super
Bowl, 75 percent will come from food service outlets and 25 percent from retail
grocery stores.
Although the vast majority of wings eaten during the Super Bowl are purchased
from food service outlets, such as restaurants, bars and wing and pizza places, wing
sales at grocery stores and supermarkets spike dramatically the week of the Super
Bowl, and the data show [2] that consumers also stock up the week before, too.
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According to Nielsen Perishables Group FreshFacts® data, both fresh and prepared
wings totaled $1.7 billion in sales at stores covered in their system for the 52 weeks
ending November 30, 2013, an increase of 6.4 percent compared to a year earlier.
Consumers cooking their own wings at home can find traditional and unique chicken
wing recipes on the National Chicken Council website at www.eatchicken.com [3].
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